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PROLOGUE 

Once Kai was showered and powdered, he was allowed to go and sleep in his basket. But as 

he crawled past Sehun's basket, the scent instantly caught his attention and senses. He looked 

around with his cat ears perked up and the sucked his pacifier hard before climbing into 

Sehun's pink basket. God, it felt so soft and puffy just like Sehun's tail. And it smelt so nice. 

Kai sat there for a moment and enjoyed the soft cushion under his bums. He glanced around, 

sucking hard on the pacifier and pulled his tail to the front to play with it. And then he heard 

a loud screech. 

"Nyiiah!" Sehun's voice boomed into the living room as mommy carried him to his basket. 

He was pointing his finger at Kai with a scowl etched on his face. "Notty kittyyyyy!" he 

screamed and mommy lowered him to the ground. Hissing loudly, Sehun started to crawl 

over to his basket and Kai quickly climbed off the basket with his heart pounding heart. 

Kai pulled the pacifier out of his mouth. "Nu nu. Kei oni sit-" 

"Nu!" Sehun shouted and got onto his basket and took his seat. "Shoo!" 

Kai's lips trembled as he stuck the lower lip out and he looked over at mommy who was 

frowning. "Kei bad." he murmured with a pout and crawled over to his own basket before 

curling into a ball, hugging his tail and cried himself to sleep. 
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Few months later, Sehun became even bigger than Kai. He even started to walk but he only 

turned meaner. One morning, when Kai woke up, Sehun was sitting in his basket, completely 

naked and Kai stuck his head over the edges of the basket to stare at him in awe. Sehun was 

humming jovially, picking on his twinkie, pulling it and then releasing it, playing with it, 

shaking his head. "Kyoooth shishi." he muttered and Kai's jaw dropped. It was very cute. 

Kai crawled off his basket and made his way to Sehun's basket. "Hunnie?" he called and 

Sehun looked up at him before instantly scowling. "That's so teeny." he pointed at Sehun's 

tiny twinkie. 

"Nyiaaaaah!" Sehun screeched and covered his twinkie. "Go awey! Notty kitty! Don't look at 

meh shishi!" 

"But vewy vewy kyoot." Kai quickly said, afraid that he had offended Sehun. 

"Mommy!" 

That afternoon, Sehun was crying as Kai hid outside the dining table. He was waving his 

arms everywhere as he was seated on the table. He was complaining about Kai as usual. 

"Notty kitty put his little fingey in my stohbeby mewkie. Mommy, Hunnie don't like notty 

kitty." he said, shaking his head. "Notty Kitty vewy vewy notty." he told mommy with his 

serious face and took a sip of his milk. "And.. he like to look meh shishi, mommy. Notty, 

notty." he whined, shaking his head. 

"I'll talk to Kai, okay? I'll tell him not to touch you milky anymore." mommy rubbed Sehun's 

cat ear and Sehun giggled a little. Kai knew that his mommy would never scold him. By now, 

everyone knew that Sehun just liked to complain a lot. But what did Kai do wrong? Why did 
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Sehun hate him so much? "Tao is coming over. You should let Kai play with him, too, 

okay?" 

"Nu! Thoo is Hunnie's. I will give him Hunnie's popehpos, mewkie, basket. Thoo is vewy 

cute. Notty kitty is vewy bad, mommy." 

Kai jutted his lower lip out and started to crawl away from there. He crawled back to the 

living room and he stared at Sehun's basket. God, he must sniff the basket and sit in it again! 
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Chapter One 

"Ooh nu! Hunnie's bohls eh choo kyoot!" Tao screeched, pointing excitedly at Sehun's 

Mickey balls that were arranged neatly on the floor. 

"I know." Sehun said proudly as he wagged his tail. Kai stayed in his basket with the pacifier 

in his mouth and quietly watched them play, peeping over the edge. "Thoo can touchey meh 

bohls." 

Giggling excitedly, Tao reached out a hand to carefully grabbed a ball. "Ooooh. Choo 

kyoot!" 

"Nu nu. Now Thoo must put it back here." Sehun pointed at the floor and Tao immediately 

returned it back to its original place. Sehun was wearing nothing but a pair of diapers. Kai let 

the pacifier slip out of his mouth and started to pout sadly. 

"Thoo?" he called and both of the other kittenboys threw him a glare. Kai pointed his 

scrawny finger at the Mickey balls and asked, "Can Kei play with Hunnie and Thoo?" 

"Nu!" Sehun instantly screamed. "Notty kitty kennot play! Meh bohls!" he quickly picked up 

all the balls and hugged them. 

"Why Kei kennot play?" Tao questioned and started to suck the tip of his bushy tail. 

Sehun leaned forward and whispered something into Tao's ear which made the latter gasp. 

"He will touchey your popehpos, too." Sehun said, nodding his head as he pulled back. 

"Vewy notty kitty, Kei!" Tao scolded Kai. 
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Saddened, Kai climbed off his basket, crawled to the corner near the fireplace and curled into 

a very small ball. The thing was, Kai loved Sehun. So much. He would even give up his tail 

for Sehun's friendship. But that was unlikely. With tears trickling in his eyes, Kai clenched 

them and tried to get some sleep. Just when he was about drift into unconsciousness, Sehun 

and Tao's wailing noise woke him up. 

"Miu miu miu miu miu!!" they screamed around, laughing and giggling as they crawled 

around the room. Sehun could walk but Tao was still crawling, and it was a lot more fun 

when they could crawl around with their tails stuck up. 

"Kei want to shweep." Kai muttered but none of them listened. They kept playing and 

laughing. "Kei want to shweep." he repeated but again, he received no attention. He almost 

burst into tears but then his mommy walked into the room with a feeding bottle filled with 

warm milky. 

"Mommy!" Sehun cried. "Hunnie want mewkie! Hunnie!" he got onto his feet and ran 

wobblily to mommy. 

"Sehun, you just had your milk." 

"Uh?" he stared at mommy who walked past him and scooped Kai into her arms. "Notty kitty 

oso mewkie mewkie." he whined. 

"Nu. Kei no mewkie mewkie." Kai told him, clinging onto his mommy's shoulder. Sehun's 

eyebrows furrowed into a harsh scowl. 

"Hmph." he turned to Tao and they both made their way out of the house to play in the 

garden. 
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Mommy laid Kai on the couch and handed him the bottle. "Don't give Sehun your milky if he 

asks you to." she said and Kai nodded. Smiling, she pecked on Kai's cat ear before leaving 

him to finish the milk. After a minute, Sehun came back into the living room and walked 

straight to the couch. 

"Hunnie want mewkie." he said firmly. 

Kai sat up and eyed his bottle sadly but handed it over to Sehun. "Hunnie can have Kei's 

mewkie." 

"Hmph." Sehun glared and snatched the bottle before laughing happily. He started to run but 

was stopped by the corner of the carpet and he fell down hard. Instantly, he broke into loud 

wails and gasping, Kai tried to get down from the couch but he fell from it with a thud. Not 

worrying about his pain, he crawled as quick as he could to Sehun who was still crying. 

"Hunnie! Hunnie! Nu!" he couldn't even lift one of Sehun's arm. So he sat down and began to 

stroke Sehun's hair as Sehun cried, burying his face into the carpet. "Nu, don't crey crey. Kei 

here." 

"Mommy!" Sehun wept and pushed himself up to his knees. He stuck his lower lip out and 

cried harder. 

"What happened?!" mommy came in running and Kai backed away. 

"Notty kitty push Hunnie!" 
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Life had never been more miserable. Tao was getting all of Sehun's attention now. And Kai 

was sad. They even bathed together and played with their shishis together. They did not want 

Kai. 

"Thoo eh vewy good, mommy." Sehun said when they were getting ready for bed. 

"I know, sweety." she applied powder on Sehun's tail and Sehun giggled. 

"Thoo, take Hunnie's bichu." he handed Tao his rattle. The precious rattle. Kai stared at him 

with bulged out eyes. He was giving Tao his bichu and he was allowing Tao to sleep with 

him in his basket. 

"Oooh. Thoo have Bichu!" Tao chimed. 

"Good night, kitties." Mommy greeted and turned the lights down. 

"Hunnie?" Kai called, peering over the basket. 

Sehun looked up with perked cat ears and blinked his eyes. "What?!" 

Tao suddenly whimpered. 

"Sowey, Thoo. Shweep. Shweep." Sehun patted on Tao's head and faced Kai again. 

"Do you want mewkie?" Kai asked and Sehun's eyes brightened. 

"Yes." 

"Kei can get you mewkie. Stohbeby mewkie." 
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Sehun gasped. "How?" 

"Come." Kai got off the basket and started to crawl towards the kitchen. 
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Chapter Two 

The things that Kai was willing to do just to get Sehun's attention... 

"I kennot see aneeething." Sehun complained as he crawled into the kitchen with Kai. 

"There will be light in the icy box." Kai pointed at the fridge. 

"Not icy box." Sehun scowled as if Kai was stupid. "Kei is vewy stoopidh. That eh mewkie 

box." he said confidently. 

"Okie. Mewkie box." Kai repeated and crawled over to the cold box. "Hunnie can stand." he 

pointed at the stool. "Kei will bring that... thing. And Hunnie can stand on that. Take mewkie 

and drink. Okie?" 

Sehun shook his head with a scowl. "Kei go and take that thing!" he ordred, pointing at the 

stool. "Hunnie will stand on. I will take mewkie and drink!" 

"But that's what Kei say." Kai mumbled with a frown but didn't bother to argue with Sehun as 

he crawled to the stool. It was very heavy but Sehun didn't help him as Kai pushed it to the 

fridge, struggling with crawling and pushing the stool at the same time. It was good thing that 

his tail gave him extra balance. "Okie, Hunnie. Now, stand." 

Sehun got onto his feet and Kai gaped at him with stars in his eyes. He couldn't wait to walk 

like Sehun. As Sehun carefully climbed onto the stool, Kai stayed quiet by him and watched 

him pull the fridge open. "Mewkie? Mewkieee." he chimed, as if he was calling for the milk. 

"Eep!" he screeched excitedly and grabbed the milk carton with both of his hands before 

climbing down the stool. "I got meh mewkie!" 

"Shh, Hunnie. Shh." 
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"Kei shh! Notty kitty." he glared and sat down, placing the milk carton before him, between 

his legs. "Okie. Now Hunnie will drink you." 

"Nu. Kei oso?" 

"Nu." he said, grining from ear to ear at the milk before he picked it up and twisted the cap. 

Oh my god, Sehun was so smart! Kai would never have figured that out! He was about to 

take a sip of the milk when the lights were turned on. Squinting, Kai looked up at mommy 

who gasped. 

"What is going on here?!" 

Sehun pushed the milk carton over to Kai and pointed a finger at him. "Notty kitty." he 

muttered and without saying anything more, he crawled out of the kitchen as Kai's heart 

raced faster than a horse. He looked up at mommy with tears brimming in his eyes and the 

lower lip jutted out. 

"Did you do this?" she asked as calmly as she ever was, lifting Kai from the ground. 

Kai didn't want Sehun to get into trouble because he knew that he will cry if mommy scolded 

him. So he nodded his head with a bead of tear trickling down his cheek. "Sowey, mommy." 

"It's okay, sweetheart. Don't do this with Sehun again, okay?" 

Kai nodded again with a protruding pout on his mouth. 
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Will there be a day when Kai will finally get tired of Sehun? Probably not. He adored Sehun. 

He loved Sehun. He wanted to be friends with Sehun. He wanted sleep in Sehun's basket with 

Sehun like Tao. Even in the morning, Sehun woke Tao up by stroking his head and even bit 

Tao's cat ear for him. And all that Kai did in the morning was watch them sadly while 

pinching his own cat ear. It would be amazing if Sehun would bite his too but it wasn't likely 

to happen. 

"Okay, kitties. Stay on this side, alright? Tao, you're such a good kitten, aren't you?" mommy 

rubbed Tao's head between his cat ears and Tao giggled. 

"Yesh." he told her firmly. 

"So, here's a spoon for you." she gave him a spoon and then turned to Sehun. "Sehun, play 

nice and share." 

"Hunnie eh vewy nice." Sehun said and snatched a spoon from her hand. "But mommy, can 

Thoo and Hunnie have popehpos?" 

"Sure. If that's what you'd like." she kissed Sehun's forehead and bent down to Kai. "Here 

you go, sweetheart." she handed Kai a spoon. "And when we're done," she whispered. "I have 

a little surprise for you." she beamed and kissed the back of Kai's little hand before going 

back into the house. 

It was bright sunny morning and Kai couldn't help but wag his tail nonstop. The grass 

underneath was tickling his baby butt and he liked it. He probed the spoon for a minute with 

his cat ears pressed down and lips puckered in focus. It was very shiny. "Kei's spoon is vewy 

shiny." he said, holding his spoon up. 

"Nu. Hunnie's spoon." Sehun contradicted. "Eh, Thoo?" 
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Tao blinked at his own spoon and then sadly nodded his head. Everyone wanted to satisfy 

Sehun. 

"Good. Now, this eh Hunnie and Thoo's." he waved his hands all around him. "Notty kitty 

can go there." he pointed at the corner of the backyard. 

"But... Kei's place is vewy shmo." Kai frowned at his small corner. "Why?" 

"Because Kei eh vewy ugly!" Sehun scolded with his forefinger stuck out. 

"Nu. Mommy say Kei is vewy kyoot." 

"Nu. Notty kitty don't have pink puffy tail like Hunnie." said Tao. 

"But Kei's tail is puffy too." Kai stated. 

"Niah!" Sehun started screaming with anger surging through his body. "Gu!" he pointed at 

Kai's corner and without an option, Kai crawled over to his corner and dropped his butt onto 

it, holding the spoon with both of his hands. Sehun and Tao were laughing as they started to 

dig holes in the backyard with their spoons. 

"Kei don't want to pley." Kai mumbled with a sad face and threw his spoon away before 

crawling into the house, through the kittenboy hole. "Mommy?" he called and she showed up. 

"Oh baby, why aren't you playing?" she carried Kai into her arms. 

"Kei shweepy." he lied. 

"Aww. Are you sure Sehun didn't shoo you away?" 

"Nu. Hunnie let Kei pley. Kei don't want." 
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"Alright then." she settled him on the kitchen counter. Kai could still here Sehun and Tao 

screaming excitedly outside. "I have to get you something. Stay put, okay?" 

Once Kai had nodded obediently, mommy went away for a minute before returning with a 

huge box in her hands. Kai gasped. "Mommy, what is that?" 

"These are for you." she grinned and removed the lid. Kai felt like crying when he saw the 

Mickey balls. New ones. Fresh ones. His own. He didn't have to share with Sehun anymore. 

"I bought these for you." 

Kai reached a hand out and touched the blue ball. "But what about Hunnie?" 

"I got one for him too." she smiled. "But these are all for Kai." 

"Nuuuuuuu!" Sehun's voice boomed into the kitchen and Kai shuddered in shock. "Mommy, 

why mommy give notty kitty Mickey?!" 
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Chapter Three 

All that Kai could do was hide behind the wall helplessly and watch Sehun scold mommy. He 

was throwing a tantrum without solid reason just because Kai had gotten his own set of 

Mickey balls. It only saddened Kai further. Why Sehun didn't want him to be happy? Will 

Sehun be content if Kai was a sad kitty? 

"Mommy don't know how notty Kei eh." Sehun said, throwing his arms up, sitting on the 

kitchen counter. "Now mommy buy notty kitty Mickey! Vewy vewy notty, notty kitty will 

be!" 

Mommy just sat there, peeling potatoes without responding. 

"Notty kitty want evewything! Hunnie don't have anything." he spat and puckered his lips 

into a pout. 

"Okay, Sehun. You should go and play with Tao now." mommy lifted Sehun up and settled 

him on the floor with Tao who seemed too busy playing with his own tail. 

"Mommy, take Mickey away from notty kitty." Sehun demanded with his cat ears perked. 

"Come, Thoo." he started to crawl towards the living room. Kai quickly retreated back to his 

basket and sat in there with his Mickey balls secured around him. Both Sehun and Tao made 

their way to Sehun's basket. When Sehun took his tiny balls out of his basket, Kai instantly 

got excited and grabbed his own balls. 

"Hunnie, Kei can pley." Kai screeced excitedly, crawling to Sehun and touched his back. 

Sehun immediately reacted with a hiss and screamed at Kai. 
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"Puchu puchu notty kitty." baby kitty Sehun scolded, shaking his head with his forefinger 

stuck out. 

"But Kei want thu pley wee Hunnie and Thoo." Kai mewled timidly but when Sehun scowled 

with his cat ears pulled down hard, he crawled back to hide in the corner. 

"Notty kitty touch meh, Hunnie bite chu!" he warned Kai and walked away wobblily before 

hugging Tao just to make Kai jealous. "Come, Thoo. Let's pley." 

Kai jutted his lower lip with tears stinging his eyes. "But... Kei got bohls." 

Sehun spun around and scowled. "Nu! Hunnie's bohls now!" he snatched all of Kai's Mickey 

balls and brought them to his basket. 

Kai stared at him with his mouth hanging agape. "Wha... Nu, Hunnie... Kei's bohls." he was 

on the verge of crying. 

"Niaaa!" Sehun scolded and Kai kept quiet. He can never fight Sehun even if his precious 

Mickey balls are taken away. 

  

  

  

Soon, the terrible fever struck Sehun. It was so sad and for Sehun, Kai stopped eating and 

drinking his milk because Sehun was sick.  
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In the morning, mommy carried naked Sehun around against her chest, patting Sehun's back 

and Kai only stared at Sehun's bare baby butt and his long tail which looked so sick as well. It 

was limp and tired just as Sehun was. If only Kai could take the fever instead of Sehun. 

At night, Sehun would cry and it pained Kai. And just like one of those nights, Sehun was let 

to sleep by the fireplace for warmth once he was all wrapped in blankets. Tao was given his 

own basket for the time being. Once Kai had made sure that Sehun was asleep, he lied down 

too but suddenly jolted up when he heard little whimpering noise. The whimpers quickly 

turned into a cry. 

"Mew mew... mew.." Sehun grunted out between his sobs and Kai's lips frowned hard with 

his own eyes brimming with tears. He instantenously climbed out of his basket and crawled 

over to Sehun's. "Notty kitty..." Sehun cried, sitting up and held his arms open. 

"Nu, nu, Hunnie." Kai climbed into Sehun's basket before hugging Sehun. "Shweep. 

Shweep." 

"Mew.. mew." Sehun slowly lied back down and Kai took his place right beside him. And 

they slept with each other's warmth for the rest of the night. 

In the morning, Kai woke up to Sehun chewing on one of his cat ears. Oh my god. What was 

happening? Was this real or was Kai still dreaming? Was Sehun really biting his ear? Oh no, 

Kai would happily die right now. He clenched his eyes shut as soon as he opened it and 

enjoyed Sehun's warm mouth biting and chewing his cat ear.  
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But that afternoon, once Sehun was feeling better, he started to ignore Kai again. 

"Hunnie. Pley with Thoo?" asked Tao, wagging his tail. 

"Yey!" Sehun screeched and crawled as quick as he can to Tao before pouncing him. They 

started rolling on the ground, giggling and biting each other's cat ear. 

Laughing excitedly, Kai pounced them to join Sehun and Tao but Sehun stopped at once and 

pushed Kai so hard until Kai fell back. "Oh nu, Hunnie!" Tao yelped and hurried to help Kai 

but Sehun pulled his tail to keep him in place. 

"Notty kitty! Nu touchey Hunnie!" Sehun scolded and grabbed Kai's leg before biting his 

shin. Kai broke into a loud wail and cried in utter pain. And then Sehun gasped. "Nu nu don't 

crey!" 

Kai hugged his leg and kept weeping. It hurt so bad but Sehun, who knew he will be scolded 

for this, quickly left the place.  
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Final 

"Mommy! Notty kitty touchey Hunnie popehpos!" 

"Nuuuuu. Kei pohmis. Kei not touchey Hunnie popehpos." 

"Nu, you touch! You touch eveweething! Hunnie bed, Hunnie Mickey bohs, Hunnie mewkie! 

Notty Kei! Kitty put es fingy on my popehpos, eh Thoo?" 

Tao vigorously nodded his head. 

"Sehun!" mommy's roaring voice had all three of the kittenboys shuddering in shock. "I'm 

asking you why you bit Kai and you're complaining about him." 

Sehun's face instantly pulled into a sad grimace as he stuck his lower lip out with tears 

brimming in his eyes. Kai shifted on mommy's lap and clung onto her blouse by the shoulder 

before begging her, "Mommy, don't scold Hunnie." 

"But he bit you, Kai, and it's not okay to bite someone." 

Tao and Sehun both stared at each other, sitting on the coffee table, looking flustered. "It'sh 

okie. Kei not pain anymore." Kai lied, burying his face into mommy's shoulder. 

"Say sorry, Sehun." 

"Nu. Hunnie never do aaaanything wrong. Notty kitty touch Hunnie, cho Hunnie bite him." 

Sehun stated firmly. 

"Are you gonna say sorry or I will never give you any potatoes or milk." 
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Sehun gasped so loud that Kai perked up to stare at him in horror. "Mommy kennot touchey 

Hunnie's mewkie and popehpos!" 

"Oh yes, I can. You have to play nice, Sehun. If you don't want Kai to bother you, tell him 

nicely. To just bite him." 

"But Kei eh vewy notty!" Sehun whined as if trying to make a point and convince mommy. 

"Say sorry! Now!" 

"Hmph!" he carefully climbed down the coffee table and crawled over to his basket before 

curling into a ball in it. 

"Sehun!" 

"Nu!" that was all Kai heard from Sehun before the pink kitty started crying. 

"Uh uh uh." Kai grunted, pointing at Sehun and faced mommy with tears in his eyes. "Hunnie 

crei, mommy." 

"Let him cry. He's so stubborn. Sehun, I'm not gonna give you any milk until you apologize 

to Kai." 

"Nu, Hunnie." Kai screamed and struggled a little to get down from mommy and the couch. 

Once he dropped to the floor, he automatically rose to his feet and it felt so weird in the 

beginning. But he was standing. For the first time. His tail perked up, giving him perfect 

balance. 

"Kai." his mommy wheezed. 
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"Hunnie." he pointed at Sehun again. He felt so tall suddenly. He eyed Tao who was gaping 

at him in surprise. 

"Oh meh." Tao gasped. "Kei so... kyoot." he muttered and grabbed his cat ears in excitement. 

Kai couldn't care less about Tao's sudden adoration towards him. He needed Sehun to stop 

crying. 

He was about to take a step when mommy finally jolted up from the couch and plodded over 

to Sehun before picking him up into her arms. Sehun wailed, throwing a huge tantrum. 

"Mommy oni like notty kitty!" he whined with tear-stained cheeks. "Not Hunnie." 

"No, sweety. I love you all. But Kai is a small kitty. You have to be nice to him or he'll get 

hurt." 

Meanwhile, something tickled Kai's tail. He turned to see Tao leaning over the coffee table 

with an extended arm, playing with Kai's tail. "Kyooot." he mumbled. Now Kai looked cute 

to him? 

  

  

  

That was how Kai started to walk. And before anyone knew it, he was walking properly and 

that only caused further friction between him and Sehun because Sehun even now, couldn't 

walk two steps properly while Kai was on the verge of running. Day and night, Sehun liked 

to boast that Kai could only walk because he had bit his leg. 
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When Tao left, he had somehow become friends with Kai. Not a close one but he sure did 

start to admire Kai for some odd reason. 

Just as any other afternoon, Kai was lounged on the couch, watching kitten videos on TV. He 

peering at the kitchen since Sehun had been in there for almost an hour now. "Oh nu nu." he 

muttered at the white kitten on TV. And then there was a sudden music as the kitten leapt 

across the grass. Kai instantly threw his arms up and waved them in sync with the music with 

his tail patting the couch excitedly. What an entertaining music! As he swayed his arms in the 

air, dancing to the music, he noticed Sehun crawling out of the kitchen. His hands dropped 

limp as he stared at Sehun's naked baby butt. Why was he unclothed? And then he saw the 

thick line of milk that caked above Sehun's upper lip. He must have been drinking milk 

secretly! And he probably spilled the milk on his clothes as well. 

Sehun quietly crawled his way to the basket as if nothing had happened and he done nothing. 

Kai stared at not only the round bun-like bums but Sehun tiny little twinkie as well. Oh god, 

it was so cute. "Where Hunnie go?" Kai asked but he didn't get an answer. 

Sehun rummaged through his basket for a Mickey ball and once he had found one, he 

grabbed it with his teeth and crawled under the coffee table, biting the ball hard. Taking his 

seat on the soft carpet that must be soothing for his bare bums, he dropped the ball from his 

mouth and played with it while watching the TV. But he quickly got bored of the Mickey 

ball, so he turned his attention to his twinkie. He pulled and picked at it before giggling 

quietly. 

"Why Hunnie don't like Kei?" 

Sehun looked up at the other and scowled. "Don't see Hunnie! Meh shishi!" 
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"Nu. Kei not seeing Hunnie's shishi." Kai lied. "But why don't Hunnie like Kei?" 

"Because Kei eh ugly!" 

"Kei not ugly. Kei eh vewy kyoot. Just like Hunnie's shishi." 

"What?!" 

"Nuthing." Kai averted his gaze back to the TV. 

"Notty kitty." Sehun muttered and carried on with his twinkie. 

 


